
Shaw Primary School

Assessing and celebrating science



Summary of Content

The reasons for starting a portfolio of children’s work 
can be varied, but the benefits of using one are easy 
to see in this example of celebrating children’s work.

Set up in response to staff request for assessment 
support, you will see that this “assessment gem” has 
also had some other very positive results.



What the school says

We decided to make a portfolio of levelled and 
annotated science work to help teachers develop their 
assessment for learning skills as well as for children, 
parents and Governors.

We wanted it to show progression through the school 
and to encourage staff and children to see the next 
steps and to “aim high”.



What we did and why.

Staff wanted support with science assessment, so a 
series of 10 minute science moderation slots took place 
within staff meetings.

Staff took it in turns to share a piece of work and we 
agreed a level.

As a result, a moderation file was set up with the 
examples we generated and this developed into a more 
visual record with photos (as Ofsted loomed!)



















The impact for our 
school was .....

Tremendous!

We could all see progression across the school.

 Staff felt more confident with assessment and how 
to move children forward with their learning.

 They became much keener to try investigations as a 
result.

 Science was seen to be valued by staff and children.

Ofsted were impressed!



Science Subject Leaders Comments

Collecting a portfolio of Science work is a great 
way of celebrating and sharing the range of 
investigations going on across the school.

Moderating regularly in small manageable chunks 
helps us to maintain a high profile for science, 
gives teachers confidence and means we have 
super evidence of children’s attainment.



What we will do next

The portfolio will be updated and adapted to 
provide examples of assessment to match the 
new National Curriculum 2014.

Most importantly it will continue to add 
vibrancy and enjoyment in Science.


